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4 coordinate complexes, summary, typical exam quest ions



∆∆∆∆t = 4/9 ∆∆∆∆o

tetrahedral complexes
almost always high-spin



Square planar complexes e.g [Ni(CN) 4]2-, [PtCl 4]2-

Symmetry analysis (σ-only)
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18 vs 16-electron rules

‘18 electron’ rule 

use all available s, p and
d orbitals to 
accommodate electrons



‘16 electron’ rule

which orbital is not
being used?



D4h Td

Walsh diagram for D 4h ���� Td

n.b steric factors always favour Td (angles 109.5)



Bond Square planar Tetrahedral
Ni–N 1.68 Å 1.96 Å
Ni–P 2.14 Å 2.28 Å
Ni–S 2.15 Å 2.28 Å
Ni–Br 2.30 Å 2.36 Å

4 (weakly) antibonding
electrons

2 (weakly) antibonding
electrons

Typical bond lengths



Factors controlling geometry

1) Sterics – large ligands favour Td

2) Electronics – for d8, large ∆ (∆o/∆t) favours D4h

D4h destabilisation 2 x (3/9 ∆o) = 6/9 ∆ο

Td destabilisation = 4 x ∆t= 4 x 4/9 x ∆o= 16/9 x ∆ο



[NiCl4]2- Td

[Ni(CN)4]2- D4h

[PdCl4]2- D4h

[PtCl4]2- D4h

Sterics dominate

Electronics dominate

Electronics dominate



Recap

Interaction between two orbitals on different atoms:

ABS∝ for degenerate case

2
ABS

E
∝
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for non-degenerate case

Factors controlling SAB: σ > π > δ

SAA

orbital size
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Molecular orbital ‘resembles’
the atomic orbital to which it lies
closest in energy

χχχχA

χχχχB



Orbital patterns:

2 orbitals: 1 bonding, 1 antibonding

3 orbitals 1 bonding, 1 non-bonding, 1 antibonding

(details depend on relative energies)

Always break MO diagrams down into components based on symmetry



Walsh diagrams summarise changes in MO diagram wrt s tructure

note a combination of first and second order effects



d orbitals

Less important in hypervalent main-group molecules such as XeF2, SF6
(recall ns < np < nd)

Critical in transition metals (recall nd < (n+1)s < (n+1)p)

d orbital overlap is weak
bonding mostly due to s/p
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σ-only MO diagram for ML6



mostly metal

mostly metal

mostly ligand

mostly ligand

mostly metal



2008



Total bond order 4
(2 per C=O bond)





Total bond order = 1.0
(0.5 per Xe-F bond)





SALCS

MOs

2005



Total bond order 2

(0.5 per B-H bond)

(BH2)2(H)2 B2H6



2006







2004





Walsh diagram

Bent8OH2, SH2, NH2
-, FH2

+

Bent7NH2, PH2, CH2
-, OH2

+

Bent6CH2, SiH2, BH2
-, NH2

+

Bent5BH2, AlH2, CH2
+

Linear4BeH2, BH2
+

Linear3LiH2, BeH2
+

Bent2 LiH2
+

ShapeNo. of 
valence 

electrons

Molecular species

Known shape of some AH 2 molecules

Recall: a molecule adopts the structure that best stabilises the HOMO.  
If the HOMO is unperturbed by the structural change under consideration, then 
the occupied MO lying closest to it governs the geometric preference.




